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The Enemy’s Plan
The mother WEFfers are losing.
March 15, 2023
They never thought she would lose. Just as they never thought they would lose. The WEF, as face of
the cabal of globalists these last few decades, is losing the war it launched against Humanity.

Their plan for their 4th generation war is very well known, especially now that the elements have
been brought out into the open by Humanity’s response to being attacked.
The mother WEFfers, the enemy of Humanity, was surprised by Humanity’s using 5GUW to repel
the attacks upon them. The mother WEFfers were, and are still, thrown off balance by facing a
dynamic, developing war response that was completely unanticipated. They had attacked with
centralized, top down, ancient, military structure of command, with tens of millions of minions as an
army. They attacked in force, in what their planning had predicted was going to be overwhelmingly
deadly for Humanity.
The mother WEFfers were crafty, and had been working their plan of conquest of Earth since the
1950s when they went ‘live’. They have infiltrated and seized global Media, and global governance
(to some degree) by seizing through blackmail, bribery (illicit campaign funding), extortion, and
worse, a large number of legislative bodies in the Western Liberal Republics, including the
Washington State legislature. They control banking, global money flows, national and collective
(NATO) armies. They had complete control of the school systems in these republics by the early
2000s. Once they had schooling, they had indoctrination, so they used it.
The mother WEFfers flooded the global school system with weaponized MBP.
(

Aether Pirates of the Matterium!

Weapon of Mass Destruction
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Weapon of Mass Destruction MBP examined. Munchhausen By Proxy (MBP)
is a complex ‘social’ disease. The idea is, that in spite of no facts to support the
disease claim, a person is made to feel as though they are ill by the perpetrator
of the MBP. This projection is so powerful that the victim will actually exhibit
physical symptoms of the factitious dise…
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)
By 2016, they KNEW they had it all, so they launched the active Global War plan.
Only it didn’t work. They never expected her to lose. When Hillary failed, even with the massive
amount of cheating, the mother WEFfers were flummoxed. They were stymied.
But they still went ahead with their Global Domination Plan. In 2016 Fauci’s chief of staff bragged
that they had FINALLY attached the spike protein to the coronavirus. Then things got dodgy for
them.
The mother WEFfers have to operate in secrecy. There are too few of them to be openly fighting the
whole world, which is why they chose to go Bioweapon on Humanity.
The covid 19, long planned, was released at the military games in Hubei province in 2019, and we all
lived through what had happened since.
They never thought she would lose. So their plan, launched and active, had to adapt. That’s a real
problem for the mother WEFfers as their thinking is shit. Their methods are terrible, and are all based
on group-think, and consensus forming among a criminal gang with an extended network. This is not

even remotely adequate for the 5th generation, unrestricted warfare that humanity established as its
response to the mother WEFfer’s attack.
The covid 19 tactic failed. It was supposed to kill over 400 millions by way of lockdowns, supply
chains destroyed, starvation, gang attacks, and finally escalating into concentration camps (aka
‘covid isolation facilities’ such as Inslee wanted built on the Nisqually Tribal lands out near Yelm).
But, inexplicably, Hillary lost. She did not face a Rhino in the election who was to participate in the
election theft, and then gracefully accept defeat. She was supposed to win, then start a war, likely N.
Korea + CCP, which America was supposed to lose, such that Hillary would surrender our
Constitution, and thus, also relinquish our hard grip on that which the WEFfers fear most, our guns.
The first thing the mother WEFfers do, is to take the arms from the populace.
Inslee is a ‘young global leader’ with the mother WEFfers, that’s why he has such a hard-on for
taking guns, and putting restrictions on the people’s access to them. This is why Washington state has
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followed, in lock step, with the mother WEFfers agenda. We have had our power structure infiltrated
and subsumed for decades.
So, the latest push by the mother WEFfers in this state is with the tired old play of using weaponized
MBP to push through an assault weapons ‘ban’. Note that these bills always turn into Lawyer Works
Bills. It takes, on average, 1.86 years for them to be overturned, which will also happen to this law,
being repugnant to the Constitution.
The mother WEFfers are losing. Covid is over. Criminal indictments are being prepared for Fauci
and a long list of civil servants at Federal, and State levels. Yes, the criminal indictments being
referred to our state may well be ignored by our Soros installed prosecutors, but that is only one
aspect of their use in this 5GUW.
The mother WEFfers are actively losing. It is apparent in real time. The covid scam is coming
unraveled. Prosecutions are/will happen globally. Crimes against Humanity charges are being
prepared.
The mother WEFfers are freaking out! We can tell as they are assassinating those who know too
much. They are retreating and trying to spin as they are constantly being called out on their crimes.
The mother WEFfers are losing on all fronts. The media is gone. Broadcast media has lost all
relevance within the War. Social media has been lost to the mother WEFfers. Their minions are dying
daily, repeatedly, on the Twitter battlefield.
The globalists WEFfers push for weaponized MBP using the climate as a focus is failing. The people
are not succumbing to the fear. The weaponized MBP around ‘trans’ had reached its peak, and is now
in decline. Proof is the WEFs desperate attempt to keep it alive by making Washington a ‘refuge’ for
these ‘trans kids’ to seek to ensure they can get their dicks & tits cut off. The whole mother WEFfers
‘gender affirmation’ tactic, just like CRT, and climate ‘crisis’ is failing, and continues to fail. These
are NOT recoverable tactics by the WEFfers. We see this in the slaughter of the WEF agents, their
paid shills, and dupes are being ratio burned on social media.
The climate, and trans ‘activists’, these agents of the mother WEFfers, paid, extorted, or dupes, are
being turned by the assaults on their paradigm by the awake populace now actively engaged. The
awake populace is growing daily. The growth rate is surging, especially now that the mother
WEFfers have started the Great Reset ‘conversion’. In this part of the plan, the mother WEFfers,
using their control over the banking system, begin to bring it down in a populace frightening fashion
to cause a ‘transition’ into their Central Bank Digital Currency, which is their ultimate goal. This is
because we all know they are drooling over the possibility of individual, or mass control, by way of
their Digital IDs (aka passports, identity verification, other names), and CBDC. With these, they
would truly be the Masters of the World.
It’s not working though. You can’t force a digital identity passport, or much of anything, on an armed
populace, and the mother WEFfers agents, Hillary et al, did not win, did not lose the war with the
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CCP, and the USAPop still has their weapons. The 2nd Amendment shall not be infringed. In spite of
the mother WEFfers latest effort via their agent WEFfer Inslee & crew.
But we are at the loss of the banking system phase of the 5GUW. The mother WEFfers plan is
known, and is being allowed to proceed. Why stop an enemy intent on destroying their own assets?
We, the People, have our digital assets, the cryptos, and won’t be persuaded to accept the CBDC
proffered by the enemy. As with the climate crisis MBP victims pimping for the mother WEFfers on
social media, the CBDC shills will be viciously shredded as they appear.
This is the phase of the war in which the interest based, centralized, controlled, banking system dies.
The complete system. Yes, likely your bank as well. The Federal Reserve Bank, which is not part of
the federal government, has no reserves, and is not a bank, is pushing, along with the rest of the
mother WEFfers global, centralized, banking system, the ‘conversion’ into the Great Reset, and the
Green New Deal.
This is failing. As it starts. Opps! It seems the failure of the CBDC and the GND are both now
apparent to the central bankers here in the USA, but….it’s a bit late as they have already started the
system a’crashing.

Legislator, be advised. Your ability to pay for any social programs IS DYING with the banks!
Are the banks going to take your money, too?
Also dying, along with the banks, is the cover that control of the money system provided to criminal
activity. Have YOU seen what has happened in California? We are ONLY into this crisis since last
friday, and already Newsom’s criminal connections to the scandal are being brought out! Dirty
dealing takes bribes to keep it covered up. Bribes take money WITH purchasing power to keep
people bribed! That’s all failing now.
We are only in this since last week. How many is it now, 6 ? 8? banks are down, gasping and dying.
Have you checked your bank lately? Have you asked your banker are they doing the dirty? Are they
slimy with the corruption called ESG investing? Have they been contaminated by FTX? SVB?
Hmmm….well, don’t you think you’d better call them?
The People are aware of the bioweapon being put into the vaxx. They know the excess death rate is
over 10,000 a day here, and rising. They know the disability rate is staggering, and it is vastly
deflationary. They know that we are in the Great Die Off. The jabbed victims are just now starting to
awaken to their fate, and the anger is rising. Soon, the victims will be expressing their anger.
The anger will be coming at the controllers from all sides. When banking goes, EVERYONE gets
angry.
Legislator, be advised to PREPARE NOW for the ANGER of the PEOPLE as the banking system
here in Washington state collapses.
We are mere weeks away.
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Legislator, be advised to NOT BE DISTRACTED by the emerging social drama of the indictments,
and arrests, and trials of the covid criminals globally! Concentrate on stabilizing our local financial
system. When it goes, ALL power is lost to you.
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Writes Gerry Ungaro Gerry’s Substack 2 hr ago

Good work, Clif. Every day I look forward to your missives and/or videos. You and believe it or
not, Father Maria Vigano. Don't ask! Anyway, they suspended me again from Twitter. They
suspended me for answering you in some post about Fauci. I can't believe they are still
suspending accounts over Fauci. I said, word for word, 'What a liar! He needs to be smacked off
the podium.' They suspended me a week for that... What is this world coming to? Anyway, Clif
thanks. As always, looking forward to your next post. Have a great day out there in WA! Hope the
weather is well for you and your work. It's a nice sunny day today in NY. I plan on taking
advantage of it.

LIKE (14)
REPLY

K Ban 2 hr ago

Let the mother wefers chips fly and let them land where they may.

Up here in Chanada the zombies are still walking as if a huge bubble is around them totally
oblivious

To their environment.

I been wondering how and what is going to shake these meat bags awake and create a spiritual
awareness.

I hope your train of thoughts are laid on sound tracks dissimilar to the ones in Ohio

Have a great week Cliff

Enjoy your view

LIKE (8)
REPLY
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